
Hey there YOU.. 
Yes You, who’s reading this now, Daniel Grischov my name ☺ 
 

& from Trier, the birth place of Karl Marx, close to Luxemburg and the oldest city 
in Germany.  
I'm born in '92 and an adrenaline junkie, with the addiction to traveling. <3 
Born and resident in Germany with Russian roots. There I did a lot of stuff in my 
hometown, mostly as a singer, dancer and even professional actor in the 
theatre. Yet I quit it and given up everything at my home place to start my free 
OPEN-END world journey. 
Since my birthday on 14.10.2017, parallel with the start of my 25th year of age, I 
am now on the road in this beautiful world. A dream came true, with which at 
the same time, a new life section of my story has begun. I want to take my time 
to get to know our beautiful mother nature better and therefore visit as many 
countries as possible at this Impressive world. 
if it turns out to be possible, even all...  
… without the aid of planes like Christoph Columbus once. 
 

But he was yesterday, now “Grischov Columbus” is also on the way  
& you can continue to follow me and my adventure through my travel blog and 

support me on: 

www.grischov-columbus.com 🚢 
(I am always happy to get any type of support, just please now airplane tickets☺) 

 

~ Grischov around the world – whatever, but to see how she holds together ~ 
 
But until now, I'm just glad to be in this country and get to know your culture. I 
am always totally flexible and travel spontaneously around and it is so amazing 
here, I like it really much. But most of all, I am really happy to be able to get to 
know you here. Thank you very much for supporting me on my journey, helping 
me and above all being a part of it –  
THANK YOU, my friends. 
 

I wish you healthy + only the best for the  
future in this crazy life & do not forget: 
"You always meet twice in life" ;-) 
 
 
 

Your 
Daniel Grischov (Columbus) 

http://www.grischov-columbus.com/

